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Pantera Press — taking on the 
world...
Pantera Press is a young and enthusiastic Australian book publisher, created to 

champion writing culture and literacy in Australia with a clear community and 

cultural purpose.

We discover and nurture talented Australian writers who are great storytellers. We 

also publish non-fiction books that matter, and have a quirky imprint designed for 

millennials, Lost the Plot. From our Australian origins we are now also publishing 

titles that fit our criteria from around the world. As a social purpose business, we use 

our profits to fund charities and not-for-profits that encourage reading and work to 

close the literacy gap in Australia.

We released our first titles in 2010 and were short-listed in 2013, 2014, 2018 and 

2019 for the Australian Book Industry’s (ABIA) Small Publisher of the Year Award. 

In 2015 we were short-listed for the ABIA Innovation Award. In 2018 we were 

identified by Nielsen BookScan as the top ‘Heatseeker’, the indie publisher showing 

the highest short-term and long-term growth. We have a team of seasoned industry 

professionals fast developing a list of award-winning and critically acclaimed authors 

and titles across a range of genres.

Our books are distributed in Australia and New Zealand by Bloomsbury, and we 

hold world rights to most of our titles. We would love to introduce you to our list.
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Upcoming and Recent Adult Fiction
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Pub Date: February 2020

ISBN: 9781925700817

Category: Crime Fiction

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 350pp

Rights Held: World

David Hicks has been a police officer with Victoria Police and 

has worked on the street for over twenty years, a job which he 

describes as giving him a front seat to crime and humanity in all 

its colour — both good and bad — while also providing ideas 

and insights for his writing.

 

Through his stories, David hopes to challenge readers to examine 

the line between good and evil and how circumstance can alter a 

person’s life in the blink of an eye. Along with writing fiction, he 

has written an extensive article for the Australian Police Journal.

David lives in Geelong with his wife and two children - complete 

with a dog and picket fence. The Devil Inside is his first novel.

About the Author

Do not fear what you are about to suffer. Revelation 2:10

In a peaceful coastal town, a young woman is found brutally 

murdered, a piece of scripture held tightly in her hand. Local 

detective Charlotte Callaghan is put on the case, and she’s 

glad for the distraction – Gull Bay can be a hard place to 

keep a secret, and she’s holding on to a few. 

After Charlotte asks her brother, Father Joseph Callaghan, 

about the verse, her suspicions fall on his parishioners. 

Then a second victim is found, along with another biblical 

message. 

A dark betrayal is concealed within the small community. 

For Charlotte, there’s something personal about this case, 

something that threatens the very core of her beliefs. Can 

she unravel this mystery before it tears her town apart?

The Devil Inside | D L Hicks

Upcoming Adult Fiction
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Upcoming Adult Fiction

THE GIRL SHE WAS | Rebecca Freeborn

Pub Date: March 2020

ISBN: 9780648508434

Category: Contemporary Women’s Fiction

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 356pp

Rights Held: World

‘She’d long ago stopped wondering whether anyone would 
find out what she’d done. It was in the past, and Layla didn’t 
dwell on the past.’

Layla was just like any other teenager in the small town 

of Glasswater Bay: she studied hard, went out with her 

friends and worked at the local cafe after school. But when 

her attractive, married boss turned his attention on her, 

everything changed.

Twenty years later, she’s living a quiet life in the suburbs with 

a loving husband and two children. She’s finally left the truth 

of what happened behind. Until she receives a text message: 

I know what you did.

For years, she’s outrun her past, turning away from her 

friends and her home town. Now her past is about to catch 

up.

Rebecca Freeborn has been writing compulsively since she was 

old enough to wield a pen, both for her work in media and 

communications and for pleasure. 

She has had several short stories published and has several 

manuscripts under development, both literary fiction and 

contemporary women’s fiction. 

She lives in Adelaide with her husband, three children and three 

very entitled pets.

About the Author

 

A Better Reading ‘Rising Star’ for 2018
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Upcoming Adult Fiction

All the Tears in China | Sulari Gentill

Pub Date: March 2020

ISBN: 9780648508489

Category: Historical Crime Fiction

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 384pp

Rights Held: World

Rights Sold: North America (Poisoned Pen Press); UK and 

Commonwealth ex ANZ and Canada (Oldcastle Books)

THE TENTH BOOK IN THE ROWLAND SINCLAIR 

MYSTERY SERIES

In fear for his life, American millionaire Daniel 

Cartwright changes his will, appointing his old friend 

Rowland Sinclair as his executor.

Soon murder proves that fear well founded.

When Rowland receives word of Cartwright’s death, he 

sets out immediately for Boston, Massachusetts, to bury 

his friend and honour his last wishes. He is met with the 

outrage and anguish of Cartwright’s family, who have 

been spurned in favour of a man they claim does not 

exist.  

Artists and gangsters, movie stars and tycoons all 

gather to the fray as elite society closes in to protect 

its own, and family secrets haunt the living. Rowland 

Sinclair must confront a world in which insanity is 

relative, greed is understood, and love is dictated; 

where the only people he can truly trust are an artist, a 

poet and a passionate sculptress.

About the Author

Award-winning author Sulari Gentill set out to study astrophysics, 

graduated in law, and then abandoned her legal career to write 

books instead of contracts. Born in Sri Lanka, Sulari learned to 

speak English in Zambia, grew up in Brisbane and now lives in 

the foothills of the Snowy Mountains of NSW where, with her 

historian husband, she grows French black truffles, cares for a 

variety of animals and raises two wild colonial boys. Sulari also 

paints, but only well enough to know she should write, preferably 

in her pyjamas. 

Sulari is the author of nine books in the award-winning and best-

selling Rowland Sinclair Mysteries as well as the Greek mythology 

adventure series The Hero Trilogy.

About the Author

A TESTAMENT OF CHARACTER| Sulari Gentill

Upcoming Adult Fiction

“Gentill immerses us in an unfamiliar world that quickly becomes one we willingly reside in.” Herald Sun

“..provides the reader with a slick and entertaining story that expertly combines exciting history detail with a 
scintillating mystery.” Canberra Weekly
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Adult Fiction

The Rowland Sinclair Mysteries

Rowland Sinclair, the black sheep of 

a wealthy Australian rural grazing 

family, and his loyal and endearing 

companions, artist Clyde, poet Milton 

and the beautiful sculptress Edna, find 

themselves repeatedly in the wrong 

place at the wrong time, embroiled in 

murder and mayhem. 

This award-winning gentleman 

detective series offers a 

tantalising insight into the people and 

politics that shaped 1930s Australia 

and the world, including a fascinating 

array of real characters, many of 

whom changed the course of history. 

Rowland Sinclair and his friends 

are guaranteed to charm you against 

the very real backdrop of the tensions 

of the Great Depression and the rise of 

fascism, solving crimes from Australia 

to London and Germany in their 

inimitable style.

The Rowland Sinclair Mysteries | Sulari GentillTHE ROWLAND SINCLAIR MYSTERIES | Sulari Gentill
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Adult Fiction

The Rowland Sinclair Mysteries

AWARD WINNING SERIES 

A FEW RIGHT THINKING MEN
Shortlisted for the Commonwealth 

Writers Prize, 
2011

A DECLINE IN PROPHETS
Winner of the Davitt Award for

Best Crime Fiction, 
2012

PAVING THE NEW ROAD
Shortlisted for the Davitt Award 

for Best Crime and Mystery, 
2013

A MURDER UNMENTIONED
Highly Commended, Best Adult 
Crime Fiction, Davitt Awards, 

2015

Shortlisted for the Best Crime 
Novel, Ned Kelly Awards, 

2015

Shortlisted for the Australian Book 
Industry Awards Small Publisher Adult 

Book of the Year, 
2015

APPA Platinum Award for 
Promotional Excellence, 

2015

Praise for Sulari Gentill and The Rowland Sinclair Mysteries

“...my absolute favourite Australian historical crime series… Rowly 
Sinclair, gentleman, adventurer, artist, detective and reluctant 
hero! …Perfect for fans of classic crime writers like Agatha 
Christie, Dorothy L Sayers and Ngaio Marsh, I truly adore the 
Rowland Sinclair series and cannot recommend it highly enough!”                                                                       
Booktopia

“…strong plots, and wonderful characters… The humour is 
perfect, the situations believable, and the clues to solving the 
mystery are there for anyone who wants to play along… there is 
so much wonderful reading in the entire series.”                      
AustCrimeFiction

“Sulari Gentill likes to tease, blithely slotting real people and 
events into a crime series set in the 1930s relating the fictional 
adventures of artist and gentleman of leisure, Rowland Sinclair… 
Once again, telling the fictional from the real is part of the fun... 
Clever Gentill. Investigating the past has never been more fun.”                                                                         
The Sydney Morning Herald

“Fans of Sherlock Holmes and Agatha Christie will 
love Gentill’s novel(s)... in the intelligent and amusing 
Rowland Sinclair series set in 1930s Australia”                                                                                 
Herald Sun, Recommended Crime Novel of the Year

“Sulari Gentill’s award-winning historical crime 
series is written with verve and spirit, the fiction 
woven seamlessly into actual events of the time.”                                                                                          
Newtown Review of Books

“With her amateur detective, Sulari has brought back the 
gentlemen sleuth but with a difference: he’s a larrikin Lord Peter 
Wimsey, with a penchant for living la vie de boheme.”                                                                
The Canberra Times

“An elusive killer, a charming sleuth and a historical setting… glossy 
and original” The Australian Women’s Weekly

“Sparkling crime series… There’s an Evelyn-Waugh-meets-Agatha-
Christie feel about the series…” The Age

“It’s a joy to get reacquainted with Rowly and his 
friends as they live their luxurious, turbulent lives.”                                                         
The Australian Women’s Weekly

“Another daring adventure with a cracking plot, peopled by 
characters who will charm your pants off.” 
The Age

“Stylish, well-paced murder mystery… cheeky plotline… this tale 
is told with such flair and feeling for those extraordinary times… 
Verdict: Thrilling.”  
The Herald-Sun

“An enthralling continuation of an excellent Australian series, 
this is a great historical mystery set during an interesting 
Australian period.  A must read for fans of either genre.”                                    
Sydney Morning Herald 

THE ROWLAND SINCLAIR MYSTERIES | Sulari Gentill
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Pub Date: June 2020

ISBN: 9781925700732

Category: Literary Crime Fiction

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 350pp

Rights Held: World

Erina Reddan is a writer, a strategist, a public speaker and 

author. She has a Master’s Degree in Professional Writing 

(University of Technology Sydney) and is currently undertaking a 

PhD in Creative Writing (La Trobe University). 

She has been awarded the prestigious Walkley Award for her 

work as an ABC foreign correspondent, and won the Screen 

Producers Association of Australia’s pitching award (Holding 

Redlich) for the documentary concept, Ghosts in the Machine. 

Erina is Executive Director of a media messaging business 

and has lectured in international politics at The University of 

Melbourne, tutored in creative writing at La Trobe University and 

taught at Writers Victoria. 

About the Author

It’s a cold and wintery night in 1968 and ten-year-old JJ’s 

mother isn’t home. The cows are milked, the pigs fed, and 

her dad won’t answer any questions.

The four children survive as best they can in a cloud of their 

father’s lies and clear misery, dealing with their mother’s 

absence in their own ways. But it’s always been JJ’s job to 

cause trouble, and her sleuthing wreaks havoc in their tight-

knit community.

Fourteen years on, JJ has a new life, a loving partner and 

a good job, but she finds herself being pulled back in to 

the unsolved mystery of her childhood. While pretending to 

have made peace with her father’s dishonesty, she organises 

a final farewell for her mother so they can all put the past 

behind them. Will the tragic truth finally set them all free?

The Serpent’s Skin is a gripping, literary crime novel about 

male power and the secrets that can haunt a family. Most of 

all, it’s about the many ways we prove our love.

This novel ushers in Erina Reddan as a brilliant new voice in 

Australian fiction.

The Serpent’s Skin | Erina Reddan

Upcoming Adult Fiction
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Pub Date: September 2020

ISBN: 9781925700510

Category: Crime Fiction

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 352pp

Rights Held: World

Between road trips on his Harley Davidson, B. Michael Radburn 

is a family man. The hauntingly beautiful surrounds of his rural 

Southern Highlands holding inspire his stories.  

 

Radburn was an award-winning short-story writer before he moved 

to writing novels. This freed him to explore his characters, as well as 

the natural and supernatural environs in his work.  

 

He enjoys farming his small property and has a deep passion for 

music.  

 

Radburn treasures the time he spends jamming on guitar, banjo 

and harmonica.

About the Author

An isolated town with a dark past…

Devlins Reach in the Hawkesbury River is known for its 

secluded location and picturesque beauty. But within its 

tight-knit community of loggers, store owners and tight-

lipped locals, a killer is on the loose.

When three bodies are unearthed in an excavation site, 

park ranger and wilderness expert Taylor Bridges is called 

in to help local police, and he discovers the town has an 

unsettling history. But Taylor has a past of his own that still 

haunts him and his family.

As a torrential storm grows closer, The Reach goes into 

lockdown. With no way in or out, Taylor finds himself in 

race against the power of nature to catch the killer before 

the whole town goes under.

THE REACH | B. Michael Radburn

Upcoming Adult Fiction

 “A riveting tale of deception and desperation…an 
impressive Australian thriller... one for the dark, cold 

winter nights ahead” ABC Radio 

 “This innovative thriller is gripping throughout… fast 
pace and three-dimensional characters gave it a great 

momentum” Good Reading Magazine

THE CROSSING

Rights Sold:

French (Editions Du Seuil); 

Audio (Wavesound); Film 

Option (James Khehtie)

THE FALLS

Rights Sold:

Audio (Wavesound)
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‘The invisible thread between them tightened, strengthened, 
bound them together. And now she was walking towards 
him, about to become his wife, and there was nothing in the 
world that could sever that thread.’

Ali and Tom are the perfect couple. They both have 

successful careers and are still madly in love after ten years. 

But when they are told their unborn baby has died, the 

picture-perfect life is shattered.

Faced with an empty room, the prospect of catching up with 

friends and returning to work, Ali feels her control over the 

reality she wanted slipping further and further away.

When Ali’s irresponsible mother re-enters her life, Ali 

discovers secrets from a past she’d forgotten ever existed.

 

Will Ali and Tom ever be able to find their way back to each 

other? And will Ali find a way to move forward without 

letting go of her memories?

MISCONCEPTION | Rebecca Freeborn

Recent Adult Fiction

About the Author

Rebecca Freeborn lives in the beautiful Adelaide Hills with a 

husband, three children, a dog, a cat, a horse, more books 

than she can fit in her bookcase and an ever-diminishing wine 

collection.

 

She works as a communications and content editor for the South 

Australian Government where she screams into the void against 

passive voice and unnecessary capitalisation. She writes before 

the sun comes up and spends her moments of spare time reading 

novels and feminist articles and compulsively checking Facebook.

Rebecca is also the author of Hot Pursuit (2017). Misconception is 

her second novel.

Pub Date: July 2019

ISBN: 9781925700374

Category: Commercial Fiction

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 392pp

Rights Held: World

“This is Rebecca Freeborn’s second novel, and in it she sets herself up as an author to watch. Polished writing, 
beautifully drawn characters and a remarkable capacity to combine both heartbreak and hope into this 

unputdownable book. Misconception is a must-read.” Better Reading

About the Author
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Pub Date: August 2019

ISBN: 9781925700381

Category: Commercial Fiction

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 384pp

Rights Held: World

Rights Sold: Audio (Bolinda)

Kylie Kaden knew writing was in her blood from a young age, 

sneaking onto her brother’s Commodore 64 to invent stories as a 

child. Raised in Queensland, Australia, she spent holidays on the 

Sunshine Coast, inspiring the coastal settings in her novels.

With a surfer-lawyer for a husband and three spirited sons under 

her wing, she is the only female in the house and stays sane 

(and avoids the housework) by making things up for a living. 

Kylie has an honours degree in psychology, and can typically 

be found purging out the day’s fermented thoughts on her laptop 

(sometimes in the laundry so she won’t be found) while the 

washing mounts around her.

Kylie’s breakthrough debut, Losing Kate, took shape while 

she was on maternity leave from her day job, and was later 

translated internationally. Her second critically acclaimed novel, 

Missing You, followed in 2015.

The Day the Lies Began marks her launch into the domestic noir-

thriller market. 

About the Author

‘It seemed simple at first - folding one lie over the next. She 
had become expert at feathering over the cracks to ensure 
her life appeared the same. But inside, it didn’t feel fixed.’

It happened the day of the Moon Festival. It could have been 

left behind, they all could have moved on with their lives. 

But secrets have a habit of rising to the surface, especially in 

small towns.

Two couples, four ironclad friendships, the perfect coastal 

holiday town. With salt-stung houses perched like lifeguards 

overlooking the shore, Lago Point is the scene of postcards, 

not crime scenes. Wife and mother Abbi, town cop Blake, 

schoolteacher Hannah and local doctor Will are caught in 

their own tangled webs of deceit.

When the truth washes in to their beachside community, so 

do the judgements: victim, or vigilante, who will forgive, 

who will betray? Not all relationships survive. Nor do all 

residents.

“…engrossing, and yet the twists and turns aren’t the 
focus… it’s the tension that builds between each twist that 

keeps you reading... a gripping and compelling read.” 
Better Reading

Perfect for fans of Liane Moriarty, an obsessive and 
deliciously addictive domestic drama exploring how 
ordinary people respond to extraordinary events.

THE DAY THE LIES BEGAN | Kylie Kaden

Recent Adult Fiction
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Upcoming and Recent Adult Non-Fiction
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Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald

Pub Date: July 2020

ISBN: 9781925700534

Category: Business

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 276pp

Rights Held: World

How a New Generation’s using the Power of           

Business for Good

‘We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of 
thinking we used when we created them.’ Albert Einstein

The new generation of entrepreneurs doesn’t think like the 

old guard. And while they’re all busy ripping up rulebooks 

and forging their own paths to success, it’s surprising how 

much they have in common. This book looks at how young 

leaders think about the world.

In The Untrepreneurs, author Tim Duggan identifies 25 young 

change makers who are having a big impact. He then points 

out the startingly simple mindsets they all share, and how 

you can learn to think in the same way.

With the right skills and thinking, anyone from anywhere 

can become a mover and shaker at this unique moment in 

history. Tim Duggan shows you how.

Tim is a new media entrepreneur who has co-founded and sold 

multiple businesses. Described by Time Out as “an entrepreneur 

with the clout of Tony Soprano and the disposition of Fred 

Hollows”, Tim was named #1 on Startup Daily’s Young & 

Influential list and has had a front row seat to the rapid changes 

in media and business.

Tim is the Co-Founder and Publisher of Australia’s leading 

Millennials digital publisher, Junkee Media. Under his leadership 

they are the only publisher in history to be awarded the coveted 

title of Mumbrella’s Media Brand of The Year for multiple titles, 

Junkee and Punkee. Junkee Media was named Publishing 

Company of The Year at the 2018 Publish Awards and their 

content agency, Junkee Studio, helps leading global brands like 

American Express and Qantas tell and share their stories.

Tim began his career as a music journalist for Rolling Stone, lives 

with his partner, Ben, and dog, Winnie, in Sydney and also sits 

on the Boards of Hello Sunday Morning, a tech startup working to 

change people’s relationship with alcohol, and the Griffin Theatre 

Company, Australia’s new writing theatre.

About the Author

Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction -  Business

THE UNTREPRENEURS | Tim Duggan

About the AuthorAbout the AuthorAbout the Author
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Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald

Pub Date: August 2020

ISBN: 9781925700879

Category: Non-fiction - General

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 278pp

Rights Held: World

A Manifesto for Optimism in Cataclysmic Change 

Optimism isn’t just naïveté – but it does need somewhere to 

go. This book is a manifesto for optimism in the face of cata-

clysmic change. It’s a call for optimism, not in spite of, but

because of the scale of the challenges arrayed before us: 

because humans are rising up to confront that challenge 

with creativity, resilience and community.

We live in a time of change and chaos, and it can be 

difficult to see the future forest for all the fallen trees. But it is 

possible to see all the dangers, and to believe that humanity 

will navigate our way through them. The world as it is isn’t 

worth saving, but there are slivers of hope occurring right 

now around the world - utopias in the making. Jess Scully 

takes us on a journey to imagine a future worth fighting for, 

these forward glimpses of a tomorrow you might actually 

want to live in.

There are more people working towards a better world than 

you’d think, more organisations holding power to account 

and designing alternatives to an unequal, unsustainable 

future.

And they aren’t working to save the world, because the 

world as it is, isn’t worth saving.They’re building a new 

world that’s designed to be fair and sustainable, and with 

our help, they can succeed. 

Jess Scully is the Deputy Lord Mayor of Sydney, a public art 

curator, festival director and media producer who uses creativity 

and the arts to engage communities.

She was the founding director of Vivid Ideas, Australia’s largest 

creative industries event, and has curated creative sector events 

including Junket, TEDxSydney and Curating Participation. Jess was 

a founding contributor to the Sydney Culture Network, launched 

in late 2017.

She is an advocate for the knowledge economy, creative and 

cultural sector, and encouraging participation in politics, creativity 

and enlivening our public realm. As a public art curator, her 

projects included Green Square Library and Plaza. She has 

served as an arts policy advisor and strategist, directed the 

Qantas Spirit of Youth Awards and the Creative Cities East 

Asia project, and began her career as editor of a number of 

publications including Yen, Empty and Hotpress.

About the Author

Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald

w

Upcoming Non-Fiction - General

GLIMPSES OF UTOPIA | Jess Scully

About the AuthorAbout the AuthorAbout the Author
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Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald

Pub Date: September 2020

ISBN: 9781925700718

Category: Personal Development/Psychology

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 278pp

Rights Held: World

Darkness is Golden is a commentary on the universal 

experience of ‘darkness’ that weighs on us all, and how those 

shadows can hold the answers we seek. It’s an insightful 

guide on how to embrace the complexity of the mind when 

navigating emotions and relationships.

Exploring themes of meaning, death, disconnection, 

vulnerability, forgiveness, identity and what it means to 

be human, Darkness is Golden is a gripping case for the 

strength that we all hold, the payoffs of going ‘within’ and 

the light that we hide in our shadows. 

Drawing on her years of psychological and therapeutic 

expertise, Mary Hoang will teach you how the tools of 

modern psychology, combined with age-old wisdom, provide 

you with the alchemy to turn darkness into gold; how to 

traverse, hopscotch, and shimmy with the web of your 

secrets, stories, and skeletons - to render purpose, meaning, 

and a life that resonates for you.

Mary Hoang is an entrepreneur, artist and the head psychologist and 

founder of The Indigo Project, Australia’s largest and most progressive 

psychology practice. Since 2009, she has been pioneering a creative 

approach to psychology. Mary has emerged as a leader in the 

humanisation and transformation of the mental health industry. 

After her father’s death in 2017, Mary turned to art and writing 

to explore the darker aspects of life – anxieties, fears, insecurities, 

loss, emotional pain and ‘baggage’ – and how these hold the 

keys to insight, meaning and purpose. The moving artworks she 

produced, utilising sound, psychology and installation, informed 

groundbreaking research by the University of Melbourne. 

About the Author

Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Personal Development/Psychology

DARKNESS IS GOLDEN | Mary Hoang

About the AuthorAbout the AuthorAbout the AuthorAbout the AuthorAbout the Author

Covering questions such as:

How facing death can give us an appreciation of life.
How facing the shit in your life opens pathways to change.
How facing your negative emotions helps you to connect 

with yourself.
How facing your shitty relationships and past hurts allows 

you to find peace within yourself.
How facing the fear of change in your life will create a life 

that’s meaningful.
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w

Upcoming Non-Fiction - Personal Development

THE SUCCESS EXPERIMENT | Flex Mami

When you’re a child you’re told to dream big. When you 

reach adolescence, you’re told to dream reasonably. When 

adulthood comes around you’re told to take what you can 

get and be grateful. 

But what if you want more? This is a guide for average 

achievers with bigger-than-average dreams who don’t know 

where to start.

Using this simple, sometimes difficult, no bullshit method, 

Lillian Ahenkan transformed herself from two-time uni 

drop-out to a highly sought after DJ, MTV Presenter, Author, 

Podcaster and Media Personality.

This book will help you identify who you are, who you want 

to be, what you want, why you want it, how you’ll get it and 

what’ll happen when you do. Consider it a crash course in 

the study of yourself, your strengths, your weaknesses, your 

motivations and your barriers to success.

By the end of this book, you’ll know how to get whatever 

you want, no matter the goal –  and become a slightly better 

version of yourself doing so.

About the Author

Ghanian-Australian Flex Mami is passionate about bringing 

conversations surrounding identity and intersectionality to 

mainstream environments –– all about making sure everyone has the 

tools necessary to glow up.

A multidisciplinary millennial in media, Flex has been championed 

by actress and body positive activist Jameela Jamil as an ‘inspiration’, 

featured by huge publications like Man Repeller, called the influencer 

we deserve, the ultimate girl crush, and the beauty icon we need 

right now. She’s know for her playful, thoughtful, empowering posts 

that are full of confident modern wisdom and a powerful message 

of self-belief.

Flex is a self-ientifying spooky binch (refers to a person’s love for 

mysticism, astrology, personality typing, manifesting and all similar 

beliefs), and The Success Experiment is her first book. Pub Date: September 2020

ISBN: 9780648571513

Category: Personal Development

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 278pp

Rights Held: World
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Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald

Pub Date: August 2019

ISBN: 9781925700442

Category: Popular Culture

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 352pp with 8pp picture section

Rights Held: World

A book about the magical connection between surfing and 

music, full of interviews and musings from some of the 

world’s most iconic surfer-musicians.

Music and surfing. To Ash Grunwald, they’re the peaches 

and cream of the perfect lifestyle – cruising down the coast 

in a beat-up old van with a surfboard and a guitar, not a 

care in the world. If this idea appeals, you’re going to love 

this celebration of all things music and surfing. 

From Kelly Slater to Steph Gilmore, Jack Johnson, Dave 

Rastovich, Jaleesa Vincent and G. Love, each chapter of 

Surf by Day, Jam by Night focuses on a prominent surfing 

musician or musical surfer as they ruminate with Ash on the 

power of chasing salt waves and creating sound waves. 

As a touring blues muso with a deep respect for the ocean, 

Ash’s life revolves around these two great passions, and he’s 

met exceptional characters along the way. In this book he 

takes you inside the hearts and minds of some of the most 

iconic surfing musicians and musical surfers of our time.

Come on a journey with these legends of sea and stage 

as they talk flow states, shredding, spirituality, fame, 

mindfulness, board shaping, amp making, big wave 

adventures and much more. 

Along the way, you’ll get anecdotes, new perspectives and 

little pearls of wisdom that will both inspire and surprise. It’s 

a compelling ride with the greats, guaranteed to get you 

frothing!

Ash Grunwald, loved for his crowd frenzied shows and blistering 

guitar playing, has had critics and fans raving about his unique 

blend of roots, beats and a whole lotta groove for over a decade. 

Nominated for a swag of awards and winning a few, Ash proves 

why he is one of Australia’s most loved bluesmen. Surf by Day, 

Jam by Night is his first book.

About the Author

FEATURING:
Kelly Slater

Steph Gilmore
Jack Johnson

Dave Rastovich
Pete Murray
Beau Young

Jaleesa Vincent
G. Love

Jim Banks
Xavier Rudd

Lee-Ann Curren
Ozzie Wright

and more!

Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald
Upcoming Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

Surf by Day, Jam by Night | Ash Grunwald

w

Recent Non-Fiction - Popular Culture

SURF BY DAY, JAM BY NIGHT | Ash Grunwald

About the AuthorAbout the AuthorAbout the Author
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Upcoming and Recent YA Fiction
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Upcoming YA Fiction

The Animal Allies Series|Ondine Sherman

About the Author

Ondine Sherman is a life-long animal advocate, and is 
passionate about promoting respect and compassion for all 
creatures. In 2004, she and her father, Brian Sherman AM, 
founded Voiceless; the organisation is now one of Australia’s 
leading animal protection groups. And Ondine’s social-media 
platform, Franimals, has become a popular community for 
animal-loving teens across the globe.

Ondine grew up in Sydney and now lives in Tel Aviv with her 
husband and three children. Her three mischevious street cats, 
two loyal dogs and a sweet ex-battery chicken all keep her 
extraordinarily entertained.

Sky, Snow and Star are the first three books in The Animal 
Allies series - books in which Ondine Sherman tackles 
different aspects of the animal wefare movement. 

After the death of her mother, Sky is sent to live with her 
relatives in the country, learning to deal with her growing 
acceptance of herself and her place in the world. Sky stumbles 
on a case of animal cruelty, and has to question what’s really 
important to her and the person she wants to be.

In Snow, Sky travels to Alaska to meet her absent father, 
Adam, and is forced to confront her views on animal hunting 
for pleasure. She is also navigating her long distance 
relationship with Oliver back in Australia. 

Back in West Creek, Sky discovers another case of animal 
cruelty close to home, and is asked to take her activism to a 
new level in Star. She needs to understand how far she will 
go for her beliefs.

These books allow young teens to explore aspects of animal 
cruelty and activism, set against the endearing story of Sky’s 
growing acceptance of herself and her place in the world.

Pub Date: April 2019

               July 2019

               July 2020

ISBN:       9781925700275

               9780648508427

               9781925700695

Category: YA Fiction (12 +)

Format: Paperback B+ 210mm x 

135mm

Extent: 280pp

           280pp

           240pp

Rights Held: World

 
Sky, Snow and Star are the first in The Animal Allies 

series - books in which Ondine Sherman tackles 
different aspects of the animal wefare movement. The 

first three books deal with battery farming, animal 
hunting for pleasure and kangaroo culling in Australia. 

Future books will cover marine parks and poaching 
in Africa — set against the engaging story of Sky’s 

personal development.

THE ANIMAL ALLIES SERIES | Ondine Sherman

Recent YA Fiction

“When I was a teen, I was extremely passionate about 
helping animals. However, all the materials, films and 

books about animal protection were focused on adults and 
learning about the issues was often a difficult and even 

traumatic experience for me. With Sky, I wanted to make a 
safe space for teenagers to learn and think critically about 

animal protection.”

Ondine Sherman
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Recent YA Fantasy Fiction

THE MEDORAN CHRONICLES | Lynette Noni

The Medoran Chronicles is an addictive five-book fantasy series set in a unique parallel world. 
A wondrous exploration of friendship and belief in oneself, it is set against the backdrop of an 
ancient betrayal and eternal war.

Sixteen-year-old Alexandra Jenning finds herself stranded in Medora, a fantasy world full of 
impossibilites. As she explores Akarnae Academy, a school for teenagers with extraordinary 
gifts, she is embraced by colourful new friends who accept her as one of their own.

But Alex soon discovers that she is an unwilling pawn in a deadly game, and the weight of 
an entire race’s survival rests on her shoulders. She must find a way to protect the Medorans 

from Aven Dalmarta, the banished Prince from the Lost City of Meya, who is on a quest to 
reclaim his birthright.

This refreshingly innocent YA journey emphasises the values of friendship and loyalty while 
offering a new slant on high school fantasy. There are authority figures who aren’t quite 
what they seem, unconventional magic influenced by futuristic technology, and an omniscient 
library that can influence and guide Alex through the insecurities and uncertainties of her new 
world – and hopefully towards an understanding of the strength of her own willpower and an 
assured future for Medora.

“Lynette Noni is a marvelous and inventive storyteller, whose books are absolutely           
impossible to put down. I can’t wait to see what she comes up with next!” 

Sarah J Maas, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Throne of Glass and               
A Court of Thorns and Roses series

“Lynette Noni is a master at her craft. The Medoran Chronicles have richly develped     
characters, superb world-building that makes you feel like you’re actually there, and       

stories that pack a punch, full of emotion and thrills. Highly recommended!” 
James Dashner, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Maze Runner series
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YA Fantasy Fiction

THE MEDORAN CHRONICLES

SALES HIGHLIGHTS

Sales of Lynette’s books have increased by 
450% from 2017 to 2018, from 10,607 

units to 45,926 units

Lynette was the bestselling Australian YA 
author in 2018.

All of her books occupied the top 5 spots 
in the Australian bestseller charts for July 

2018.

THE MEDORAN CHRONICLES series was 
voted Number 3 in the Dymocks Kids’ Top 

51 in 2018

WE THREE HEROES was the bestselling YA 
book in Australia in the week of its release.

There are over 55,000 copies of Lynette’s 
books in print in Australia and New 

Zealand.

 
A companion volume to 

THE MEDORAN CHRONICLES 

We Three Heroes contains three novellas which tell the stories of 

DC (Crowns and Curses), Jordan (Scars and Silence) and Bear 

(Hearts and Headstones). 

While they may be considered sidekicks in The Medoran  
Chronicles, to Alex they are her heroes - her strength, her hope 

and the reason she never gives up. Here are their stories - their 

trials and triumphs - proving that they are actually the heroes of 

their own stories.

Lynette Noni loves getting lost in stories – both the ones she 
creates, and those created by others. Lynette grew up on an 
outback farm and now lives behind the sun-swept beaches 
of the Sunshine Coast. Devastated when her Hogwarts letter 
didn’t arrive, she consoled herself by looking inside every 
wardrobe she could find, and is still determined to find her 
way to Narnia. Bursting with novel ideas, Lynette is a reader 
who writes and a writer who reads. She has a worldwide 
blog-following where she enthusiastically shares her devotion 
to books and her unashamed Disney animation addiction.

About the Author

Rights Held: World

Rights Sold: Audio (Audible)
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Upcoming and Recent YA Non-Fiction
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Every day, we see a problem we would like to fix. A piece of 

rubbish in a green, grassy park. Plastic water bottles buried 

in the sand at the beach. A garbage bin overflowing onto 

the street. A skinny, stray dog. A homeless person on a cold 

day.

These problems seem impossible for one person to change. 

But we can fix them, if we each do our part – one step at 

a time.

This practical guide is designed to empower kids to make 

changes in their lives to help make a difference in the world.

Filled with information, ideas and activities, and interspersed 

with features on amazing children around the world, this 

book shows kids how to:

• Avoid single-use plastics

• Throw a plastic-free party

• Make a compost bin and reduce waste

• Start a herb garden

• Grow bee-friendly flowers

• Learn about where their food comes from

• Be kinder to others, share and donate

Kids are on a mission to make our earth a better, safer, 

happier place. And anyone can join in.

Recent Kids Non-Fiction

YOU CAN CHANGE THE WORLD | Lucy Bell

Pub Date: September 2019

ISBN: 9781925700527

Category: Kids Non-Fiction (8 - 12 years)

Format: 247mm x 184mm (hardcover)

Extent: 224pp

Rights Held: World

Rights Sold: German (Loewe); World English Language (exc 

ANZ) under negotiation; Spanish under negotiation

About the Author

Lucy Bell is a book editor and music teacher on a journey to live 

a more ethical, sustainable and mindful life. She grew up on the 

NSW Central Coast surrounded by four siblings, a cat, two dogs, 

two sheep, a lizard, lots of guinea pigs and thirteen chickens. 

She now lives in Sydney and while watering her balcony garden, 

dreams of one day owning her own country farmhouse.

                                       Did you know?

• There are more plastic flamingos in the world 

than real ones.

• If you joined all the pieces of plastic in the ocean 

together they would go around the whole planet 

over 4,000 times.

• Every year, the average Australian family      

creates enough waste to fill a three-bedroom house.
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Upcoming YA Fiction

The Animal Allies Series|Ondine Sherman

About the Author

‘Have you ever had an addiction? An obsession? Have you 
ever wanted something so much that you can’t imagine your 
life without it? For me, that’s dance.’

This is a story about never giving up on your dreams, no 
matter what life throws at you.

Chloe Bayliss was born to perform and thanks to a lot of 
hard work and determination, she’s on her way to being a 
ballerina. At sixteen, she gets accepted into an international 
dance school and everything she dreamed of is about to 
come true.

But then overnight a mystery illness takes Chloe from starring 
in Swan Lake to clinging to life in a hospital bed. 

Never in her wildest dreams could she have imagined the 
hurdles she would face – but also how she would eventually 
triumph. Against all odds, she finds a whole new way to 
flourish, and despite the challenges she faces, Chloe never 
stops dreaming big.

En Pointe is the real-life story of how an aspiring ballerina 
became an inspiring young actor after overcoming a life-
threatening illness.

Miracles really can happen, even if they’re not the ones you 
asked for. 

Pub Date: September 2019

ISBN: 9781925700756

Category: YA Non-Fiction (14 +)

Format: Paperback C 234mm x 153mm

Extent: 288pp

Rights Held: World

EN POINTE | Chloe Bayliss

Recent YA Non-Fiction

Helpmann Award nominee and Finalist in the prestigious 2016 

Heath Ledger Scholarship,  Chloe Bayliss is one of Australia’s 

finest emerging actresses with numerous credits across stage and 

screen, including her role in the TV Week Logie Award nominated 

drama Doctor Doctor.

Chloe has an extensive background in dance and choreography, 

having graduated from the National College of Dance with a 

Diploma of Dance and Performance. Her life as a dancer has 

taken her all over America and she now extends her knowledge 

to students and performers throughout Australia by taking work-

shops, teaching and judging dance scholarships.

Chloe hopes to spark conversation around a number of matters 

she is passionate about, using her own story of overcoming hard-

ship to inspire and bring awareness to others living with ongoing 

medical conditions in Australia.

    “Today, I am recovered and have gone on to have a wonderful and interesting career. 
I hope you enjoy reading about the wild journey that brought me here. I didn’t have 
anyone to relate to when my life was turned upside down, so hopefully you can take 

something away from this book. Perhaps you’re in a similar situation to me and in these 
pages you can hear a familiar story, or perhaps you need a little encouragement to go 

after your dreams.”
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Upcoming and Recent LOST THE PLOT titles
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MIND BLOWN Dan Marshall

A visual feast of facts that you won’t believe, uniquely illustrated and displayed. A perfect 
gift to dip into again and again, with facts guaranteed to impress your friends and family! 

Did you know space is only an hour’s drive away? Did you 
know there is a jellyfish that is biologically immortal? Or that of 
all life that has ever existed on Earth, 99.9% of it is extinct? Dan 
Marshall’s slick new book is packed to the brim with facts that will 
BLOW YOUR MIND.

Delightful illustrations and beautiful design bring to life some of 
the hardest to believe and awesomely real facts you’ll ever see.

Prepare to have your mind blown…

Dan is a designer, illustrator and writer who runs a design 
agency, Studio Marshall. For over 20 years he has worked with a 
diverse group of clients including the Sydney Opera House, The 
Australian Museum, One Laptop Per Child, The Hunger Project, 
Facebook and Coca Cola. 

Mind Blown was born from Dan’s passion for graphic design, 
communicating information visually and his deep curiosity for the 
incredibly strange place that is our universe.

Publication: November 2019

Page Size: 320 x 290mm

Extent: 184 pages 

Rights Held: World

If there was a hole right through the Earth, 
it would take 42 minutes to go from one 
side to the other.

If you’ve ever wondered just how far we 
humans have drilled down into our planet’s 
surface, then try imagining the globe as an 
apple. It might surprise you that we haven’t 
even sunk our teeth through the skin yet. 
Bizarrely, some people from the Soviet Union 
once started digging to see how deep a hole 
they could make. After almost two decades 
of constant work, they’d only managed 
to go down 12 kilometres – that’s around 
0.1% of the way through the planet.

Creating a hole all the way through Earth 
would be impossible. The tunnel itself would be 
12,756 kilometres long, and all of the material 
in its path would need to be displaced. That 
would make a very impressive pile. Not 
only would the tunnel be long but inside it 
would be hot as all hell. The temperature 
at Earth’s core is a blazing 6000ºC!

Imagine for one minute that the Soviets had 
succeeded in digging their crazy hole. Somehow 
that hole would go all the way through Earth, 
ignoring the enormous distance and the heat, not 
to mention other barriers, like the friction of the 
drilling process and the rotation of Earth itself.

What would happen if someone was to fall 
through it? Theoretically, you’d enter the tunnel 
at one point, fall straight through the centre 
and then resurface on the opposite side of 
the planet. Easy peasy. You’d start falling 
with zero speed, which would rapidly build to 
a maximum of 28,440 km/hour as you hit the 
Earth’s core. You’d then slow back to zero as 
you reached the other side. Much like the way 
a pendulum swings down and up again.

The total travel time for this theoretical journey 
from one side of the globe to the other would 
be a tidy 42 minutes. That’s less time than 
the average television drama episode.

30    MIND BLOWN 



Publication: January 2020

Page Size: 198 mm x 128 mm

Extent:  288 pages 2 colour

Rights Held: World

HOW TO ADULT Anna Blackie

Shit you should know, but probably don’t.

Do you know your shiraz from your merlot?
Could you find north if you were lost in the wilderness?
Are you craving gravy but don’t how to make this magical 
sauce?

The answers are all here.  

From doing your taxes to changing a tyre, asking for a raise to 
mastering the art of avocado preparation. This is the ultimate 
guide to all of the things a fully functioning adult should know to 
survive in the big scary world. 

Packed with sage advice from a real-life hopeless millennial, this 
book will keep you from starvation, make folding fitted sheets a 
reality, and teach you to look like a real professional adult when 
you’re actually just an incompetent trash human. 

Anna Blackie is a real-life hopeless millennial who spends her 
time advising other millennials on how to function in an attempt 
to avoid her own shortcomings. 

While living in Sydney and dreaming of one day eating an 
avocado in her very own house, Anna realised there was a 
shocking amount she didn’t know about how to function in the 
adult world. In a blind-leading-the-blind situation, she decided to 
write her very own guide to being a grown-up and fill it with all 
the things she hoped she would one day understand.

With Chapters Including:

Money is Scary and Here’s Why
Culinary Skills to Keep You From Starvation

Living Out of Home Without Dying
How Not to Be a Trash Human 

(and other useful life skills)
Helpful Tips for Adult Professionalism

How Not to Die in the Wilderness
Basic Wisdom from an Mechanical Engineer

Legal Advice For When You’re Too Poor 
for a Lawyer

Not Dying: Tips from a Medical Professional
Pretending You’re Not a Lazy Shit

HOW TO ADULT Anna Blackie

Everything you need to know as an adult that school never told you  
(and you’re too embarrassed to ask!)
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Publication: March 2020

Page Size: 198 mm x 128 mm 

Extent: 250 pages Full Colour

Rights Held: World

OLDIES’ GUIDE TO THE MILLENNIAL WORLD 
Katy McEwen 

Ever felt like you’re completely out of touch with the evoloving 
world?

Unable to tell your ‘Lots of Love’ from your ‘Laugh Out Loud’?

Are you in a complete daze when it comes to streaming, swiping 
left, LGBTQAI+ and cryptocurrency?

This is the book for you.

All these things the millennial generation take for granted are now 
within your reach thanks to the helpful guide to the banter of the 
modern age.

Katy McEwen is a baby boomer surrounded by millennials. She 
grew up in the UK and has spent her life around books, including 
working in a bookshop and various publishing companies before 
moving to Australia. 

Married with three millennial children she is constantly trying to 
understand, she decided that there were more than likely others 
who might like to be let into those secrets too, so put together the 
Oldies’ Guide to the Millennial World (with some help from her 
kids and workmates!).

With Topics Including:

The World Wide Web, Smartphones,           
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Memes, Reddit, 

Echo Chambers, YouTube, Streaming, The Cloud, 
The Internet of Things, Smart Homes, Online 
Privacy, Google, Big Data, Amazon, Online 

Shopping, Fashion, Bitcoin, LinkedIn, Self-brand, 
WhatsApp, Tinder, Relationships, The Rainbow 
- LGBTQAI+, Marriage, Religion, Politics, Drugs,         

Feminism, Housing, The New Sharing Econo-
my, Climate Change,  Education, Working Life,   

Travel, Language, Visual Language, Gen Z

Millennials teach Baby Boomers a thing or two in this clever (and accurate) 
guide to the Millennial world.

‘Remember when we cried as kids and our parents said,”I’ll 
give you something to cry about”? We thought they were 

going to hit us but instead they destroyed the housing market,     
quadrupled college tuition, and melted the ice caps.’ 

Imagine@Funny_Imagine on Twitter
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Publication: March 2020

Page Size: 7 inches x 9 inches

Extent: 72 pages Full Colour

Rights Held: World (exc North America)

WE’RE ALL GOING TO DIE Stefan Hunt

10 out of 10 people reading this will die. 

Stefan Hunt was a successful film director, travelling around 
the world capturing beautiful stories and making new friends, 
a life one can only dream about. Then, at the age of 27, 
he became riddled with an anxiety which left him paralysed 
with fear and questioning his purpose. On the advice of a 
friend he decided to put pen to paper in search of relief, and 
out tumbled the five words which began a poem that led to 
his major epiphany: We’re All Going to Die. Far from being 
a morbid thought, Hunt felt reassurance and inspiration when 
he accidently stumbled across life’s only guarantee. 

Written and illustrated by Hunt, We’re All Going to Die takes 
on the immense task of exploring the meaning of life in the 
form of a Dr Seuss-esque book for adults. Pairing eloquent 
prose with whimsical illustrations, this picture book follows a 
conversation between fear and death asking you to look at 
the ‘what ifs’, the ‘why nots’ and the ‘oh wells’ that might flash 
before your eyes if Death were to pay you a visit. The result 
is a simple message: Fear Less and Live More.

The moment you realise that you’re not the only one with these fears, that you’re not alone, is 
the moment it all changes. 

WHEN THE FRONT DOOR BANGED

KNOCK! KNOCK!

WITH THE FORCE OF A WILD BLIZZARD

SO LOUD IT SCARED MY PANTS OFF, 

I TIMIDLY ASKED, “Who is it?”

WAGTD_Interior56pages_Final_July14.indd   4-5

7/14/17   11:48 AM

IT WAS A QUIET TUESDAY EVENINGAS I EXPLORED THE GREAT UNKNOWN
FLICKING THROUGH TV CHANNELSFROM THE LIVING ROOM OF MY HOME

WAGTD_Interior56pages_Final_July14.indd   2-3

7/14/17   11:48 AM

Stefan Hunt is a writer and filmmaker collaborating with 
the biggest global brands, directing multi-award-winning 
documentaries, commercials, music videos and TV series. 

His most ambitious creative project to date is We’re All Going 
to Die, which also consisted of short-film and multimedia art 
festival in Sydney, aimed at empowering an audience to ‘fear 
less and live more’. 

He currently lives in New York City. 



Publication: April 2020

Page Size: 234 mm x 153 mm

Extent: 240 pages Full Colour

Rights Held: World

I QUIT PLASTICS Kate Nelson

An inspiring and practical journey to quitting plastic. 

Kate Nelson has been disposable plastic free for a decade. 
She started small by stopping her use of plastic bags and 
water bottles, refusing straws and using a reusable cup for her 
coffee. But as she became aware of just how much plastic she 
encountered in her day-to-day life without realising, she knew 
she had to do more. It has taken years, but the journey has been 
humbling and full of learning.  

I Quit Plastic is an inspiring and practical guide to reducing your 
use of plastics, wherever you may be on the journey. Complete 
with an 8-week phase-out program, and full of recipes and tips 
to help you cook, shop, wear, clean and live plastic-free, Kate 
Nelson shows you how to reduce your waste and live more 
simply and sustainably. 

With over 60 recipes that cover cooking, beauty, hygiene, and 
cleaning, Kate Nelson shares how making small changes within 
your own life you can help have a lasting, global impact.  

Kate Nelson is one of Australia’s leading plastic-free advocates. 
She started her journey in 2008 when she volunteered at Jean 
Michel Cousteau’s Ocean Futures Society. 

Since then she has lobbied government, pitched to corporates, 
spoken at schools all over the world, and founded an educa-
tion and advocacy not-for-profit called ‘Save the Mermaids’ to 
spread the word. 

She now lives in Byron Bay where she has been plastic free for 
10 years and where she continues to run workshops and edu-
cate 50,000+ social media followers on the joys of living simply 
and consciously.
 

Recipes include:

Cooking: Banana Bread, Sweet Potato Blueberry 
Porridge, Maple Glazed Pear Breakfast Crumble, Lentil 

Chickpea Felafels, Zoodle Pad Thai, Vegan Cheese, 
Eggplant Chips, Peanut Butter Cups, Rich Gooey Raw 

Brownies

Hygiene: Toothpaste, Deodorant, Mouthwash, Face 
Masks, Sunscreen

Beauty: Mascara, Foundation, Bronzer, Blush, Eyeliner

Cleaning: Laundry Detergent, Cleaning Spray, Stain 
Remover

Beauty: Mascara, Foundation, Bronzer, Blush, Eyeliner
Cleaning: Laundry Detergent, Cleaning Spray, Stain 

Remover

An inspiring but practical guide to reducing your footprint by taking you on a journey to 
reduce your use of plastics.
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Publication: July 2020

Page Size: 198 mm x 128 mm 

Extent: 216 pages Full Colour

Rights: World

VEGAN LIVING

Going vegan seems impossible!  
What do I tell my mum, she thinks it’s unhealthy?  
I don’t want to annoy my friends!  
Where do I find food and clothes?  
How do I still get all the vitamins I need?

Have you been thinking about going vegan? Whether it’s for 
environmental, ethical or health reasons it can be a very big 
decision to make and implement into your lifestyle. 

Vegan Living is a gentle, accessible and inspirational guide 
for a transition into vegan living by Ondine Sherman, one of 
Australia’s leading voices in the animal welfare space.  
 
Based on Ondine’s own personal road to being vegan 
and expert advice, this is an easy and practical guide to 
implementing vegan practice into all aspects of your life 
including food, fashion, cosmetics and health products and other 
lifestyle items that use animal products. It will also provide you 
with the tools you need to navigate being vegan in a non-vegan 
world, and how to answer questions that your friends and family 
might have about your lifestyle change. 

Ondine Sherman is the Co-founder and Managing Director of 
Voiceless, the animal protection institute. She stopped eating 
meat at seven and became full vegan (95% in reality) nearly 
five years ago. 

Ondine holds a BA in Communications from the University of 
Technology, Sydney, and an MA in Environmental Education 
from Macquarie University. She is an Ambassador for Action 
for Dolphins and Director of conservation NGO, This is My 
Earth (TiME). Ondine writes on animal protection regularly 
in the media and her opinion pieces have been published in 
Sydney Morning Herald, AlterNet, Mamamia and more. 

In 2012 she was Nominated by Cosmopolitan for “Fun, Fearless, 
Female” Award, presented the Commencement Speech for 
Macquarie University in 2011 and in 2009 nominated as 
Australia’s top 10 Community Leaders by News Limited & 
Microsoft.

She lives in Israel with her husband and three children. 

Vegan Living will take you on a journey to help ease you into  
animal-product free living that enables you to live in harmony with the  
planet while enjoying great food, good friends, health and satisfaction.
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Publication: November 2020

Page Size: 230 mm x 230 mm 

Extent: 176pp

Rights Held: World

SPACE IS COOL AS FUCK

Where art meets science in the magical, wonderful infinity of 
space. 

Bite-sized chunks of incredible, unbelievable information 
explaining everything you need to know about our universe from 
black holes to dark matter, featuring aliens, crazy scientists and 
incredible worlds! 

Space is Cool as Fuck features more than 100 wild artworks, 
photographs and illustrations from 40 international young artists, 
expressing the ineffable, immense, beautiful and insane.

Kate Howells is a lover of all things space. 

In 2017 Kate secured a position on Canada’s Space Advisory 
Board. Currently she collaborates with the Canadian 
government and international NGO, The Planetary Society, to 
help people develop skills and tools to launch space knowledge 
into their communities. 

She has put this book together with a little help from her friends 
in the community (including legendary Bill Nye the Science 
Guy). 

Kate is based in Montreal, Canada.

A highly designed book exploring the idea of the magical, wonderful infinity and 
possibility of space.
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